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Dwellers in the Mirage
A. Merritt

In a warm and fabulous valley, nestled between Alaskan 
snows, Leif Langdon, American, but yellow-haired throw- 
back of Viking Ancestors, discovers a strange and tiny 
race. These unbelievable "Little People" are opposed by 
the descendants of a fantastically ancient tribe of 
Mongolian heritage who recognize in Langdon their myth
ical hero, Dwayanu.
A. Merritt is the author of such famous ta^es as "The 
Face in the Abyss" and "The Ship of Ishtar". His work, 
and "Dwellers in the Mirage" is generally considered 
the very best, is a combination of unearthly beauty 
with splendid fantastic adventure - all against a back
ground of the strangest of places.
A finely bound edition with frontispiece. 300 pages. 

Price $3.00.

The Port of Peril
by

Otis Adelbert Kline
Currently available, the third and last novel of the 
famous Venus series. For the reader who likes pure fan
tastic adventure among the most astounding and most 
horrible creatures and men. With four classic il
lustrations by J. Allen St. John. Price $3.00.

Available From Your Bookseller Or
THE GRANDON COMPANY 

Publishers and Booksellers 
51 Empire Street 

Providence 3, Rhode Island

And write for our latest catalogue of out of print 
rarities. Our used book stock is one of the very best, 
and we'll be glad to put your name on our mailing list. 
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Notes From the Editor
STIRLING MACABOY'S "The Snake 
Mother" was voted last issue's 
best drawing. The cash prize 
has been won and remains only 
to be awarded. Thus far, how
ever, Mr. Macaboy has escaped 
detection by our spies. Aus- 
sies please note and pass the 
word that an informer is sought.

One of the compensations 
of single-handed little maga
zine publishing is that the 
publisher is not restricted by 
opposition from partners or 
stockholders. He is responsi
ble for serving the interests 
of the subscribers and adver
tisers, true, but after assem
bling a given issue to the point 
where he feels those groups to 
have been given their money's 
worth, the publisher is free to 
deliver himself of anything he 
has on his mind (well---- almost)
at lengths limited only by his pocketbook. r

That, in a way, should explain why you occasionally find in 
thes^ pages references to books that ere not science-fiction or fan
tasy and have no direct tie-in with them. When such items appear, 
you will probably detect the Influence of one of ray major interests 
which I shall here define loosely as "The History of Ideas".

All of which, I trust, suitably introduces a brief reference 
to two fine little books, the first of a projected series titled 
"The Harvard Case Histories in Experimental Science". These initial 
two were written by James Bryant Conant*, the general editor of the 
series. The titles are "Robert Boyle's Experiments in Pneumatics" 
and "The Overthrow of the Phlogiston Theory". They're obtainable 
from the Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., for 90^ each.

In his introduction to the series, which is found in each vol
ume, Mr. Conant recommends the books primarily to students who are 
majoring in the humanities or the social sciences and says, "Exper
ience shows that a man who has been a successful investigator in 
any field of experimental science approaches a problem In pure or 
applied science, even in an area in which he is quite ignorant, with 
a special point of view. One may designate this point of view 'un
derstanding science'; it is Independent of a knowledge of the scien
tific facts or techniques In the new area. Even a highly educated 
and intelligent citizen without research experience will almost al
ways fail to grasp the essentials in a discussion that takes place 
among scientists concerned with a projected inquiry. This will be 
so not because of the layman's lack of scientific knowledge or his 
failure to comprehend the technical jargon of the scientist; it will 
be to a large degree because of his fundamental Ignorance of what 
science can or cannot accomplish, and his subsequent bewilderment 
in the course of a discussion outlining a plan for a future invest
igation. He has no 'feel' for what we may call 'the tactics and 
strategy of science.'" And in these historical discussions of two 
very significant scientific advances the application of "the tactics 

(continued on page 10) 
*(He terras himself "editor" of the individual titles also. But the 
material quoted from original sources is interrelated by much orig
inal analysis and commentary that is both interesting and cogent.)
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HAVE YOU SEEN
CHALLENGE 

featuring the best in science-fiction and fantasy poetry, 
the poetry of the galaxies, tomorrow's poems today? 
Your best science-fiction poets and many new ones. 

Splendid- craftsmanship, as well as daring subject-matter.
Editor, Lilith Lorraine 

Associates, Stanton A. Coblentz and Evelyn Thorne 
Sample copy 30 cents. Per year (quarterly), $1.00. 

Challenge, Rogers, Arkansas

FOR SALE

WANTED

THE BIG EYE mint d/w $1.25
WALDO & MAGIC INC mint d/w 1,25 
NEEDLE mint d/w 1.25
SEETHE SHOCK mint d/w 1.25
OUT OF THE SILENCE mint d/w 1.75 
GREEN MAN OF KILSONA good 3.00

WONDER STORIES
A lot of 55 different issues, 

including six issues of SCIENCE 
WONDER and the complete years of 
1931 & 19324 Vol. 1, No. 1 is 
included; last date April 1938. 
Five issues have no covers; most 
are in good condition. 2 issues 
of Quarterly included.

All for $15.00 postpaid.

ARGOSY & BLUE BOOK
44 issues including the Jan. 

16, 1926 ARGOSY ALL-STORY and 2 
copies of ACTION STORIES. Dates 
from 1941 and earlier; every is
sue contains sf or fantasy. Will 
include approximately 35 stories 
excerpted from same magazines.

All for $4.50 postpaid.

Duplicates of any magazines, fan 
or pro, which contain my stories 
et al. Letters to the editor 
can be skipped. The “Alicia In 
Blunderland" series by "Nihil* Is 
the only anonymous opus I can re
call, but your memory may be more 
reliable than mine. Let me know 
what you have and what you want 
for it.

P. SCHUYLER MILLER 
108 Union Street 

Schenectady 5, N.Y. _4_

Melvin C. Schmidt 
1128 E. Virginia St. 

Evansville 11, Indiana

I will trade s-f books 
and mags or stamps for 
guns or hunting and 
fishing equipment.
Paul A Doerr, Jr 
2107 Carolyn St. 
Farrell, Penn.



British and Foreign Publications

209/211 KIRKGATE MARKET
BRADFORD YORKS.ENGLAND.

ANY TWO BOOKS FROM ANY SECTION FOR TWO DOLLARS ONLY

Section A. THE SECRET VOYAGE by HARRY EDMONDS

THE MYSTERY OF THE SEA by BRAM STOKER

THE HAUNTING OF TOBY JUGG by DENNIS WHEATLEY

THE TAILOR'S CAKE by NOEL DEVAULX

THE MAN WHO WAS THURSDAY by U.K.CHESTERTON

Section B. THE MAN WHO ATE THE PHOENIX by LORD DUN^ANY

THE HAUNTED ISLAND by E.H.VISIAK

ALLAN QUATERMAIN by H.RIDER HAGGARD f

THE TWILIGHT OF THE GODS by RICHARD GARNETT

SUMMER IN THREa THOUSAND by PETER MARTIN

Section C. SLEEP NO MORE by L.T.C.ROLT

ADDRESS UNKNOWN by ED”N PHILLPOTTS

DEATH OF A WORLD by JaFFERSON FARJEON

THE OLACE OF THE LION by CHARLES WILLIAMS

HOW NOW BROWN COW by EWART JONES

Section D. THE MIDDLE WINDOW by ELIZABETH GOUDGE

THE RUMOUR IN THE FOREST by MADELEINE COTiPPEY

AFTER DINNER STORY by WILLIAM IRISH

MIDNIGHT TALES by WILLIAM FRYER HARVEY

THE ANGREY PLANET by JOHN KEIR CROSS

Books must be chosen from the same section. Cash, stamps or 
International money order please. Fast service. Every book 
brand ne” sUth dust wrapper. Deal with Dells for value. 
No extra charges for packing or postage. Watch this magazine 
for future bargains. Over 1500 different titles in stock.All mint.
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Prognosis Favorable
by Henry Kuttner

Something has happened to the science-fiction field. There is 
a good deal of loose talk going around about how science-fiction has 
got respectable, but in my opinion it's just got popular. There's 
a distinction. The detective story became popular long before it 
became respectable, and that final achievement didn't come until a 
new variant, the suspense novel, had been created—or recreated, if 
you prefer.

It seems to me that the science-fiction yarn and the whodunit 
are children Of the same dam: the Gothic romance. But it's hard to 
define rigid compartments. Huxley's Brave New World is more of a 
social novel than a science-fiction novel—pseudo-science is merely 
the vehicle there, just as the mystery skeleton" is the vehicle for 
Huxley's Gloconda Smile, which can also be traced back to the Gothic 
school If you shut your eyes and take a deep breath. Labels will 
have to be a matter of convenience, nothing more, unless we're aim
ing at shrill and unresolved arguments. Technically, the term 
"science-fiction" means no more and no less than the term "detec
tive story." No whodunit fan would contend that Kingsley's play, 
Detective Story, is a detective story, but the measure of that fan's 
critical eclecticism would be his ability to appreciate and evaluate 
that play fairly for itself, without being blinded by his rigid 
limitations to a formula which cannot stay rigid without attrition.

When the mystery novel and the detective story first started a 
new genre, there was not much of a line of demarcation between the 
new type and the straight-line novel. The story had to’be a good 
novel first of all, and then something new had to be added. So we 
have The Moonstone and The Woman in White. Both are good novels as 
well as good mystery novels, perhaps partly because they drew upon 
the solid, basic well-springs that had been helping to develop the 
novel for several centuries. Afterward, a stream of detective 
stories began Itrlckling from the presses, experimentally trying such 
variations as the spy story, the pure-deduction tale, the mystery
adventure yarn, and so on. Gradually aficionados laid down rules 
for "the detective story," and magazines specializing In whodunits 
appeared.

Then, infthe twenties, Willard Huntington Wright, under the 
by-line of S. S. Van Dine, suddenly made the detective story gener
ally popular. He did it by packaging,a familiar and practical de
vice. As Wilkie Collins had added a fairly new element to the 
straight-line novel—or, at least, as Collins emphasized and bal
anced the mystery element as it had seldom been done before—so 
Wright took what had become a formula for whodunit fans and added 
elements which would make that formula palatable to the general pub
lic. Today Philo Vance's Intolerable virtuosity does not seem too 
effective, but strong, bright colors, rather than realistic treat
ment, were required at that time to Interest the reader who wasn't 
a whodunit fan. So the general reader acquired a taste for detec
tive stories, and there was a flood of detective books—good, bad, 
and pure formula. The whodunit habit spread until every circulat
ing library put In a whodunit section.

The Inevitable result was to broaden the base. The flood of 
Van Dine imitations presently became less restricted. Again, as 
had occurred after Collins, the experiments began. But this time 
the authors were not starting from a basic formula or type limited 
in appeal to a small group of fans. The assured audience was much 
larger, and, from the purely commercial side, this naturally had 
some influence. More Important, however, was the fact that the for
mula had stood a test, had survived, and, whether meretricious or
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not, provided a sufficiently solid foundation for further experi
ment. Very often, these later experimenters were authors who would 
never have thought of trying this field unless they had become fam
iliar with it over a period of years. Excellent writers of other 
types of fiction became Intrigued with the whodunit, end new writers 
as they came freshly to their profession were able to integrate the 
principles and examples of the whodunit with their education in 
other types of literature. Eventually part of the whodunit field 
merged with the straight-line novel, completing the spiral Collins 
began.

The Important point, it seems to me, is that whenever a field 
broadens sufficiently to embrace other fields, it cannot help but 
be enriched. It will lose its protectively narrow restrictions of 
thought, and expand sufficiently to develop sub-forms that will ap
peal to all types of readers. Some of the lousiest science-fiction 
has yet to be written. So has some of the best. One is impossible 
without the other, as a rule.

This theoretical "best" to come may not fall very easily into 
the "science-fiction" classification, as some of the best "whodunit" 
lovels in recent years can't be called merely whodunits any more 
than Crime and Punishment can. It will use science-fiction as a 
vehicle but transcend its limitations. There will still be the 
"pure" science-fiction story, as the "pure" whodunit continues to 
have a market, but there will also be possible other types of fic
tion, embracing and including science-fictional treatment, which 
must necessarily pay more attention to what Robert Graves calls 
"the graces of writing." Such work will have to stand the test that 
any novel must stand In order to survive at all. r

In the past there have been a great many complaints from var
ious readers whose critical standards of "science" have been out
raged by some science-fiction. I can't recall many readers who de
manded that more attention be paid to the other half of the hyphen
ated term. That, perhaps, is because such readers are found mostly 
among the general public who haven't discovered science-fiction un
til lately.

I don't mind stories that are all science--of a sort--and no 
fiction—except bad. I can't read 'em myself, but there is a’mar- 
ket, and any market should have what it wants. In the detective 
story line, some of the British writers especially write whodunits 
full of time-tables and maps, with no pretense at any kind of lit
erary standard. These are turned out to provide escape literature 
for readers who don't care anything about literary standards of any 
kind except, of course, clarity.

The "gadget" science-fiction story is apt to parallel this ex- 
ample. It has its place, certainly. So do other imbalanced types 
of science-fiction which, for one reason or another, would fall 
short on any sort of literary yardstick. From now on, I believe 
that there will be more and more science-fiction written, and also 
that it will be less and less possible for the non-eclectic fan to 
use his own outmoded yardstick on what has finally begun to be a 
generally popular form of writing. If he wants one certain type of 
scienee-flctlon which he considers the only pure form, then he'll 
be able to get it--but he will be in the position of the detective 
story aficionado who, for example, declares that all feminine in
terest in a story is wrong.

H. G. Wells, perhaps, parallels Wilkie Collins as the author 
who set the prototype. After Wells, as after Collins, there was a 
steady trickle of the new formula, but I don't think a parallel to 
Willard Huntington wrlght has appeared yet, to write a definitive 
science-fiction novel ancl Introduce the elements that will make the 
formula generally popular. Perhaps no Wright is necessary, in this 
case. The chances are that such a writer would have to be, like 
Wright, a science-fiction fan but not a science-fiction writer, 
though sufficiently experienced in writing and analysis in his own 
field—as Wright was.
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But no Wright may be necessary, of course. In any case, it 
seems at least possible that science-fiction will follow the evolu
tion of the detective story, consolidating the formula on one hand 
but raising the general literary standard on the other. The former 
science-fiction readers who considered science-fiction their own 
peculiar treasure can no longer do so, except by re-defining science
fiction. In future, except for the "pure" science-fiction tale 
which need be nothing else but, science-fiction will more and more 
have to be measured against honest literary standards, and stand or 
fall by that harsher yardstick. It's about time, too.

P. SCHUYLER MILLER

benus nomo, by L. Sprague de Camp and F. Schuyler Miller; 
jacket by Cartier. Fantasy Press, Reading, 1950; 12mo, 225pp, 3.00.

This is a tale of 10b years hence. By a means 
suggested with a vague gesture in the direction of 
the aestivative abilities of the lungfish", a bus
load of contemporary humans awake in a world oth
erwise devoid of their genus. The characters in
clude a group of AAAS meeting-bound scientists, 
some vacationing school teachers (female), a troop 
of night club dancers (also female but more so), 
and a finite variety of other individuals who were 
travelling less gregariously.

It was an earthquake, probably, that trapped 
the bus in a tunnel and caused the release of a 
strange gas being carried by one of the scientists, 
the only passenger who didn't survive the accident.

As the group sets out to explore a terrain that looks increas
ingly strange to them, they chance upon a variety of beasts that 
show great evolutionary changes over types known today. By the time 
astronomical evidence appears the mentally more flexible members of 
the group understand their predicament and attempt to Indoctrinate 
their more normal fellows.

In an attempt to establish a purpose and efficiency a provis
ional governmeht in appointed, one of the scientists its leader. 
The presentation of his difficulties, his forced resignation, and 
eventual reinstatement displays a character-drawing craftsmanship 
that one suspects is principally Mr. Miller's. Be that as it may, 
there follows a. deftness of plotting and creation of suspense that 
is typical of fee best work of both authors.

Midway in the book, as the dust jacket (depicting a monocled 
gorilla in a machine shop) suggests, a civilization of gorillas is 
discovered. Whereupon the "Genus Homos" are imprisoned-- or rather, 

inzoo-ed---and given intelligence tests remarkably 
similar to the classic tests Koehler gave his chim
panzees. In due time, the intelligence of some of 
the homos is discovered if not tested, and the in
evitable language classes begin. (Very well done.)

The introduction to the gorillas' society Is 
followed by contacts with other cultures. In a 
convincing war between the gorillas and equally 
cultured baboons the men distinguish themselves and 
for the first time gain the trust of the gorillas. 
The story ends with all hands aware of and confi
dently looking to their future as an influential 
minority group in a fantastically changed world 
and with several women pregnant.

l. sprague de camp George D. Martindale
"No criticism Intended here. This story was not written as a medium 
for displaying a theory of suspended animation; rather, the latter 
is a device to establish the situation and the authors are to be 
commended for "tying the story down" with this biological hint. GDM
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Malcolm M. Ferguson The Brookfield Bookshop
Sanbornville New Hampshire

offers for sale, price postpaid, from his stock:
Mary E. Wilkins, THE WIND IN THE ROSEBUSH, Wessels, 1907, a fine 

clean copy of this classic ghost story collection, so highly 
praised by Lovecraft, Scarborough & Derleth particularly.
The illustrations are by Peter Newell. .... $2.50
(My own copy cost more than this.)

Thomas Burke, MORE LIMEHOUSE NIGHTS, Doran, Am. 1st,fine. $1.25 
Talbot Mundy, I SAY SUNRISE, Dakers, London, fine d.w. 1st. Non

fiction. ......... $2.25
M.R. James, GHOST STORIES OF AN ANTIQUARY, London, Arnold, 1920, 

good clean copy of reprint ed., but for three greasy spots 
on front cover made by that damned glory hand that comes 
around & messes things up. Not bad, though, but what a 
job it did on my Neoronomicon. The James, then......... $2,00 

M.R. James, A THIN GHOST, Longmans, Lonaon, 3rd impression. Do 
you want to escape,huh? Fine copy, topnotch collection$2.25 
I'd like to beg, borrow, barter or even buy any if the follow

ing, reading copies are OK if priced according:
Eddison WORM OUROBOROS Books illustrated by Lynd Ward, 

illustrated by W.W. Denslow (non-sci-fic, non fantasy usu
ally; except I have his illus. ed. of WIZARD OF OZ), A.B. 
Frost illustrated book, CARLO. And many other good illust 
trated books you may not want, but would druther have fanta- 
see?

SCIENCE FICTION NEWS LETTER
offers you 

a complete coverage of the news in the 
science & fantasy book, magazine, film, 
and fan world. Well illustrated, re - 
produced by professional lithographers, 
compentently edited, the NEWS LETTER is 
unlike any other news organ ( past and 
present ) in the science fiction field.

Sample copy ten cents
SCIENCE FICTION NEWS LETTER

Post Office Box 260
Bloomington, Illinois

the leading newspaper of the science fiction world
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Shadows of Ecstacy, by Charles Williams
London: Victor Gollancz, 1931; Faber & Faber, 1948. 224 pp.

This is a superman story told from a mystical rather than a 
scientific viewpoint; a supernatural thriller which refuses to be 
merely a thriller. One feels on every page Charles Williams’ sin
cerity in attempting to express profound feeling through allegorical 
fiction. As a mystic, he must indicate his ideas through symbols 
rather than direct expression; the symbols he chooses are those of 
a tale of fantastic conflict between ordinary man and mystically 
enlightened man.

The superman is Mr. Nigel Considine, and the most immediately 
Impressive thing about him is that though he seems to be in vigorous 
middle age, he is actually two hundred years old. He has mastered 
old age and death by turning to this task the passions which lay 
waste to ordinary lives: love and hate, hope and fear, agony and 
ecstacy. The transmuted power of these passions gives Considine 
superhuman life and force. Yet he proclaims that he is not a freak, 
but an ordinary man who has learned how to utilize humanity's us
ually dormant powers.

Feeling that materialistic civilization has thwarted man's 
spiritual potentialities, Considine starts a crusade from Africa. 
Under his leadership, the black nations revolt; armed with weapons 
of modern warfare, they arise to throw the yoke of white imperialism 
from Africa and start a new civilization. London is attacked by 
Negro Invaders, England is thrown into panic. The story rises to a 
taut climax In a house by the sea where Considine plans the conquest 
of England, of Europe, and of death.

This tale is told through the reactions of a group of upper- 
class English people who come In contact with Considine. Their re
sponses vary with their well-differentiated personalities — Indeed, 
williams so carefully keeps his own interpretation out of the story 
that one is left in some doubt as to what the reader is supposed to 
feel about Considine.

Charles Williams' exceptional narrative skill is much in evi
dence, maintaining constant suspense. His literary style Is smooth
flowing and his characterization penetrating. Horror, ecs
tacy, and ironical humor are skilfully Interwoven. The humerous 
element saves the story from what might have been an excess of sen
tentiousness — for the tale's progress is weighted and slowed by 
passages of vague, pontifical mysticism. Happily, Williams' sense 
of humor and ^is story-telling ability come to his rescue.

Those whb insist on the most direct narrative style and the 
swiftest possible action will be bored by SHADOWS OF ECSTACY. More 
sophisticated readers are likely to find it continuously fascinating.

Yet the enigma remains: what does Considine "mean"? At times 
he seems a man of inspired vision, at others his actions seem those 
of a ruthless fanatic. Perhaps the underlying idea is that humanity 
is capable of Isolated spasms of supernormal vision and power, but 
that so far it remains unable to live consistently on that level.

The total effect of SHADOWS OF ECSTACY is marred by vagueness 
of ideas, a suggestion of racial prejudice (partly redeemed by the 
noble character of the Zulu king), and occasional flaws in technique. 
It must be ranked below Williams' best level. Yet its novelty, the 
effectiveness of such scenes as the rioting in London and the ex
periment in a return from death raise this book far above the usual 
run of fantasy novels. Paul Spencer

(Notes From the Editor continued)
and strategy of science" is successfully delineated.

I found my interest in this introduction (a respectably-lengthed 
essay of some ten pages) to be equal to that in the texts proper and 
would call it recommends,d reading to all s-f fans and particularly 
those writers who have not been associated with scientific workers.
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AMAZING STORIES
1933 - Oct; 1934 - May, Sept, Oct, Nov, Dec.

1935 - April, May, June, August

WONDER STORIES
M•-j 1934 - June, July, Aug, Sept, Oct, Nov, Dec. g
w 1935 - Jan, Feb, March, April, May,
K June, July, Aug, Sept. >

Per copy, 50(Z. For the lot, 26 issues, $10.00.
In good condition, with covers. Postage paid. 

>
R. Caples, 22-23-Lee St., Whitestone, N.Y.

Top prices paid for Science- 
Fantasy magazines and books. 
Prefer magazines prior 1945.

Need Astoundlngs prior 1945. 
Send lists of what you have 

and describe condition.

I have one of the largest 
collections of Science-Fan

tasy in the South.

Your want list will be 
given prompt attention

A. P. Palmer 
3137 W. Maple 

Shreveport, La.
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THE FAR PLACE 
by Willis A, Boughton 

T
A poetic fantasy of every 

man's future.
With five illustrations 

by VIRGIL FINLAY 

$2.00
The Kaleidograph Press 

624 N. Vernon Avenue 
Dallas 8, Texas

FAN-MAGAZINES

I want pre-bomb fan-mags thru 1945 
and superlative issues since. Humor, 
parody, and controversial issues: any 
date. Will pay cash—you name it—or 
............... other fan-mags: 3 for 1...............

WHAT HAVE YOU?

.............Special wants right now:..............  
ARCANA. COUNT WACULA. THE DAMN THING 
DISHABILLE. 8-BALL. FANART. FANSIANTS 
FUNTASY. MARS. HEELING ERROR. PANTY 
RAISER. HER SCRAPBAG FANTASY. MOLOCH 
STEFANTASY (+ A DANGEROUS THING) STF 
& NONSENSE. TELLUS-SPICY. TERRIFYING 
TEST-TUBE TALES. VANTAGE POINT. VENUS 
VoNAIDEN FROLIC. WALT’S WRAMBLINGS &

WUDGY TALES

G. Legman-858 Hornaday-New York 60



this is hr YOU 1
TELEGRAM TO TERRA FANS: NOTED ABERREE TAKES LEAVE OF CENTSES. 

FORREST J ACKERM4N TODAY DECLARED THAT HE WAS INSTITUTING A CLEAR
ANCE SALE THAT SHOULD CLEAN OUT HIS FAMOUS GARAGES AS BARE AS HUB
BARD'S CUPBOARDS. ''I WANT TO GE T RID OF MAGS," HE SAID, "LIKE I WOULD 
ENGRAMSi" HIS MADNESS IS YOUR GLADNESS, SO LET'S GET DOWN TO BASIC- 
BASIC;

The following magazines are all complete with covers, tn good 
to fine condition. Prices dianetically "reduced", profits "erased".

Vol. I No. I - MOON POOL, Girl in Golden Atom, Witch-Makers...............$2 
1939 November- ALMOST IMMORTAL, Moon Metal, Man with Glass Heart..$2

December- LORD OF DEATH, Diminishing Draft (Paul, Finlay) $1.75 
1940 Jan - Stevens, Sfarzl, Smith (Garret) and Merritt....................$1.75

Feb - SKY W0M«N, Man Who Saved Earth, Son ot the Stars....$ I.75
Mar - THE PLANHT JUGGLER, part #1 Blind Spot (FInI ay).....$I.75
Apr - DEVIL OF THE WESTERN SEA, Beast Plants, Fire Gas....$1.65 

May-June - SUNKEN CITIES, 3 Lines Old French, Pegasus (HK).......... $1.65
Aug - THE REBEL SOUL, Darkness A Dawn — both classics............. $1.85
Oct - FUNGUS ISLE (Fisher) and Merritt's Face In Abyss•...$ I.65
Dec - SUN MAKERS, Sleep of Ages, Devil's Bodyouard..................$1.50

1941 Feb - SHIP OF SILENT MEN, Spot ot life...............................................$1.75
Apr - VENUS OR EARTH?, Stevens' Claimed............................................ $1.50

June - BEYOND THE GREAT OBLIVION by Geo A. England.................... $1.50
Aug - THE METAL MONSTER (Merritt-Finlay).......................................... *2.On
Oct - PALOS OF THE DOG STAR PACK and Lovecratfia....................... $1.75
Dec - THE AFTERGLOW by England, Crimes of Year 2000................$1.50

1942 Feb - THE Cl TADEL OF FEAR by Francis Stevens.................................$1.50
Apr - THE RADIO PLANET lllus. by Frank P. Paul.......... .. ...............$0.75

June - BEYOND THE POLE and Burn Witch Burn! ...................................$1.25
July - POLARIS OF THE SNOWS and Stevens' Serapion.......................$1.25
Aug - CR^EP, SHADCWI (Merritt-Finlay).................................................$1.25

Sept - A BRAND NEW WORLD, also Shakespeare-Finlay.......................$1.00
Oct - THE ELIXIR OF HATE and part #1 Into the I nf I nife.... $ I.25
Nov - THE MOUTHPIECE OF ZITU, The Demoiselle D'Ys.....................$1.15
Dec - THE GOLDEN CITY.........................................................................................$0.75

1943 Mar - AkK^OF FIRE..................................................................................................$1.00
Sept - IRCR STAR by Taine, CLMoore's Doorway into Time.....$ I. 50

Dec - KING OF THE GRAY SPACES Bradburyarn........................................$1.25
1944 Mar - GHOST PIRATES by Hodgson, Man Who Was Thursday.............$0.75

June - GREATEST ADVENTURE by Taine........................................................... $1.25
Sept - THE NOVEL OF THE WHITE POWDER by Machen...............................<1.00

Dec - THE LOST CONTINENT (Atlantis novel).........................................$0.85
1945 Mar - THE MACHINE STOPS, Kuttner's Before I Wake........................$0.85

June - EVEN A WORM...................................................................................................$1.00
Sept _• PHRA THE PHOENICIAN............................................................................... $0.85

1946 Feb - BEFORE THE DAWN by John Taine........................................................$1.00
Apr - THE ISLAND OF CAP T SPARROW by SFWrlght...................................$0.75

June - THE NOVEL CF THE BLACK SEAL by Machen................................... $1.00
Aug - THE 25th HOUR, also Bram Stoker....................................................$0.75
Oct - DAEMON by Catherine Moore, also HGWells, Stoker............ $1.00
Dec - UNTHINKABLE....................................................................................................$0.75

1947 Feb - THE STAR ROVER by Jack London.......................................................$0.50
Apr - ALLAN AND THE ICE GODS by Haggard, also Chambers....$0.75

June - PEOPLE OF THE RUINS........................  $0.50
Aug - MINIMUM MAN and Lovecraftiana.......................................................$0.75
Oct - DAY OF THE DEEPIES by Leinster, also Merr11fan1 a....$0.75 
Dec - HORkOR OF THE HEIGHTS by Doyle, Atlantis short. $0.50 

1948 Feb - PLANET OF SAND by Leinster, plus The Peacemaker .....$0.50
Apr - THE MESSENGER by Robt W. Chambers............................................. $0.50
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BY BURROUGHS
Black Pirates of Barsoom - 60c. Yellow Men of Mars - 60c.
The City of Mummies - 60c. John Carter & the Giant of Mars - 60c.
Invisible Men of Mars - 60c. The Return to Pelfucidar - 60c.
Carson of Venus - 50c. Men of the Bronze Age - 60c.
Tiger Girl - 60c. Tarzan at the Earth's Core - 50c.
Beyond the Farthest Star - 75c. Resurrection of J1mber-Jaw - $1 

IAbov e just a samp ling; send Want List f or quotes)

Ron Hubbard's ULTIMATE ADVENTURE issue (novel) - $3.50
RETURNED FROM HELL (May ’39) lead novel by Steve Fisher - $3
FLAME WINDS (June '39) lead by Norvell Page - $2.75
Ron Hubbard's GHOUL, lead in the Aug. '39 number - $3
Don Stuart's ELDER GODS issue - $2.50
DEATH'S DEPUTY, a pre-deveI opment of Dianetics' "accident prone"- $2
Hubbard's INDIGESTIBLE TRITON, $2
THE ROARING TRUMPET issue (Pratt & de Camp) - $1.75
BUT VI THOUT HORNS number, $2
Hubbard's greatest: FEAR (English edn.) - $3
THE CASE OF THE FRIENDLY CORPSE--Hubbard: $2
De Camp's UNDESIRED PRINCESS, $1.75
P RE LUDE TO ARMAGEDDON issue, lead novel by Cleve Cartmill - $1.75
HELL IS FOREVER, Alfred Bester - $1.75
THE UNPLEASANT PROFESSION OF JONATHAN HOAG, Heinlein novel - $2.50
THE SORCERER'S SHIP, written and illustrated by Hannes Bok - $2
WET MAGIC, Kuttner novel - $1.75
Fritz Leiber's CONJURE WIFE, $1.75 Regardless of where you live in 

America, I am as near you as 
your mail box.

HENRY KUTTNER's first two hard cover jobs, A GNOME THERE WAS (col
lection) at $9.50, and FURY for a single dollar bill.

THE ABSOLUTE AT LARGE, some average condition copies of the Engli-sh 
edition; by Karel Capek; $1 ea.

"And A New Earth", a oood cooy of this seldom offered novel, $2.50. 
"Anno Domini 2000" by Sir Julius Vogel. Rare. "oor shape. $2.00. 
NEEDLE by Hal Clement, brand new reprint - only $1!
"The Bee-Man of Orn", a much sought selection of Stockton - vg - $3. 
"Full Circle" by Algernon Blackwood, #3 78 of Itd• edn., signed -$3.50 
"Caesar's Column", the futuristicI assic by Donnelly - vg - $3.
POLICE!!! - the rare Robert Chambers title - very good cond - $5. 
"Cold Harbour", the Lovecraftian item by Young - vg - $3.
"The Collapse of Homo Sapiens", Stapledonian saga by Graham - $3.
A MAN DIVIDED, Stapl edo n's latest; several a u togr a f f copies - $3. 
"Contagion to This World" by Kaul - avg condition - $1.25.
"The Dane! ng Floor" by Buchan, a couple copies in avg^shape at $1.25. 
"Dark-Eyed Lady", AECoppard collection, jam (jacket and mint) $1.25. 
"The Devil In Crystal", Louis Marlow; good, $1.50; avg., $1.
"The Devil Rides Out", Wheatleyarn, avg., $1.50.
"Dr Thorne's Idea" by JAMitchell, very good - $2.
"Drowsy" by Mitchel I, the Lunarian novel with classic i Iio's...$3.
THE EARL OF HELL--just in--the "nilgrav" novel. First edn., vg, 3.50 
"Edison's Conquest of Mars", Serviss, mint, V540 _ $3.50.
"Flying Saucer", English import, avg., $1.
"The Frozen Pirate", W. Clark Russell, rare - $3.
"The Golden Amazon Returns", Venus novel by Fearn, Jam, $2.
Arthur J. Burks' THE GREAT AMEN, xlnt copy, $1.75.
"Eric Brighteyes" by Rider Haggard, jam (jacket and mint) $2.25. 
GHOST KINGS by Haggard, extremely rare, good condition, $7.50.
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THE WORLD OF NULL-A by AE van Vogt, mint reprint, $1! 
Haggard's "Heart ot the World", nood copy tor 12.75 
"The Haunted and the Haunters", Lord Lytton, good, 85c 
"He Arrived at Dusk", Ashby, avg. cond., 51 
"Hei I I Said the Duchess", Michael Arlen weird one, $1.75. 
"The Hidden Kingdom" by Francis Reeding, oood shape, $1.50 
Cabell's "The Hiqh Place", avg., $1.25.
Importation From Australia: "The Hocus Root", Jam, $1.50 
An Item t rom 1861; "Holi d a y s with Hobgoblins", good, $4. 
"The Hous e Mo t h er" by Frank Owen, very good, $2.50 
"The Identity ot Douglas Bain", Stocking, vg - $.75 
THE IMMORTAL GIRL by Ruck, good, $2.50 
"The Immortals" by Scarborough, good, $2.50 
"In the Sealed Cave" by Hermann, First Edn., good cond., $1.75

d?#5 £ "75 HTFl ft 
THE MEMORIAL EDI TICN —J-—'

The identical book with the full, complete, 
unexpurgated text and the beautiful orig

inal Finlay pen-8.-Ink masterpieces 
which illustrate no other edition...

The same book that Is being sold every
where else for Three Dollars and a Half... 

A Fantasy Focus Special:

And so that there'll be something for everybody, a number of 
"reading copies" (i.e., beat but complete) are offered. As there 
usually is only one of each, list sec ond choices;

"Dragonwyck" by Seton, 60c
"Dreadful Hollow", Karlova, 60c

"Fall of a Nation", Dixon, 75c
"FIre-Tongue", Sax Rohmer, 75c

"Allan and the Ice Gods", Haggard, $1
"jt Breathed Down My Neck" - 75c

"The Lavender Dragon", Phi I Ipotts, 95c
"Lord of the Leopards", Webster, 95c

"The Machine to Kill", Gaston Leroux, 75c 
"Madness Opens the Door", Caunter, 85c

£ 'The Man Who Missed the War", Wheatley, 75c
"The Man Who Went Back", Deeping, 75c

"Man wi th the Magic Eardrums", Keeler, 75c
"Manna", John Gloag, 95c

"Masterpieces of Mystery" (Ghost) 75c
"Millenium", Upton Sinclair (2000 AD) 95c

"I Say Sunrise", Talbot Mundy, $1
"Mystery of the 15 Sounds", Van Powell, 45c

"One Man Show" (1st edn) by Thayer, 95c
"Out Went the Taper", Ashby, 70c

"Overture to Cambridge" (1st edn) - 75c
"Pale Blonde of Sands Street", WCWhlte, 70c

"The Peacemaker" by Forester, 70c 
"Phoenix" by HGWeIls, 75c

Order from
FORREST J ACKERMAN

236-1/2 N New Hampshire
Ho I Iywood 4
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THE AUCTION
Fantasy Advertiser's 2nd auction offers a wide variety of interesting items. 
There should be something here to tempt almost every collector. There are at 
least four of the scarcest and most desirable titles in the fantasy field, as 
well as some relatively inexpensive items of considerable interest. To make 
your bids, send us a list of lot numbers and your maximum prices, accon^anied 
by a deposit of one dollar. The dollar will be applied to your successful 
blds or returned If none are successful. However high your bld, you will pay 
no more than 10% over the next highest bid. Please make no bids lower than 
fifty cents---- each Item's owner has paid half that to enter it. Where there 
is no second bid on an item, the owner may accept or reject the single bid at 
his discretion. The closing date for bids is September SOth. If this doesn't 
allow our crippled post office to get your Issue to you In time, we give up.

1. AMAZING STORIES. Two expertly bound volumes: Sept, Oct, Nov, 1947; 
and Dec, 1947, Jan, Feb, 1948; in fine condition.

2. ATALANTA, Gerald Hargreaves, jam First Edition, published in England 
at $6, with 7 large size technicolor plates, poetry, fiction, and Atlan
tean music! An extraordinary book, and a must for the collector of 
Atlantology.

3. BLACKWOOD, A. "Tongues of Fire and Other Tales", fine-first.
4. CAPTAIN FUTURE. #1, mint. ♦
5. CAPTAIN FUTURE. #2, mint.
6. CAPTAIN FUTURE. #3, mint.
7. "CARSON OF VENUS" and "7 WORLDS TO CONQUER". Old Argosy excerpts, 

bound, complete, in good condition.
8. "DAWN OF FLAME". RARE Weinbaum Memorial Edition. Mintr; unread and 

unused. 250 copy edition of Weinbaum's best stories.
9. "DEATH INTO LIFE”. Stapledon. Mint with d/w.

10. LORD DUNSANY, "Tales of Wonder", England, 1927, Sime illos', good cond.
11. “THE EARTH TUBE", fine 1st of Gawain Edwards' science fiction classic.
12. FANTASY MAGAZINE. Famous Sclentlfilm Issue; mint.
13. FANTASY MAGAZINE. Fourth Anniversary Issue, featuring HGWells, Bloch, 

Williamson, Hamilton, England, Howard, Pragnell, Gallun, Weinbaum, 
Ackerman, Binder! Mint.

14. FUTURIA FANTASIA #4. Ray Bradbury's fanmag, with Bradbury, Heinlein, 
Kuttner, Haggard, knight, and Bok. Good.

15. "HIDDEN FACES". Written and illustrated by Salvador Dall, fine 1st.
16. "HOUSE OF SOULS". Arthur Machen, Knopf, 1922. Very good.
17. JUST IMAGINE. Music from the future! A published song of 1980, from 

the famous rocket-to-Mars sclentlfilm. Cover consists of big, colored 
futlrlstic foto. A real collector's item.

18. "THE KING IN YELLOW". Rare R. W. Chambers title figuring prominently 
in Lovecraft's History of the Necronomlcon. Good 1st, Neely, 1895, 
with green dragon on cover.

20. H. p. LOVECRAFT in Spanish. "Aire Frio", mint.
21. H. P. LOVECRAFT. "Beyond the Wall of Sleep", good with d/w.
22. (H. P. LOVECRAFT1). "Against the Grain" by J. K. Huysmans. Paperbound,

Boni, 1930. Bookplate and autograph of HPL. Inscribed by Ann Gamwell.
23. H. P. LOVECRAFT. "A History of the Necronimicon", leaflet, mint.
24. H. P. LOVECRAFT. "The Lurker at the Threshold" by HPL and Derleth.
25. FIONA MACLEOD. "Poems and Dramas", excellent copy of urilform edition.
26. THE MAIDEN OF JIRBU by Ray Bradbury and Wilson Tucker in a 1940 

fanzine. Fictional collaboration by latterly famous writers.
27. MARCELIN. "Canape Verte", novel of Haitian voodoo; beautiful 1st in dw.
28. A. MERRITT in Spanish. "Arde Bruja Arde", mint copy of 1940 

Argentine publication.
29. TALBOT MUNDY's "Roman Holiday" in very good 1st edition of GOLDEN FLEECE 
30. BARRY PAIN. "Stories in Grey", Pauchnitz, 1912, excellent.
32. RALPH 124C41+. Good 1st of Gernsback classic of 2660 AD. Paul plx.
33. SCIENTIFILM STILLS. 5 from "Destination Moon", 3 from "Rocketship X-M" .
34. SCIENCE FICTION DIGEST. Nos. 6 thru 12 (1933), good to mint; Merritt, 

Keller, Austin Hall, "Skylark" Smith, etc.

MAIL YOUR BIDS AND $1 DEPOSIT TO 1745 KENNETH ROAD, GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA 
September SOth is the closing date.
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35. THE SHA PRIESTESS, occult masterpiece by Dion Fortune, good 1st edn.
36. ii. P. SHIEL. "Shapes in the Fire and Other Tales", 1896, excellent.
37. THE SHIP OF ISHTAR. Original Putnam edition, 1936; mint with d/w, 

unread, unused!
38. CLARa ASHTON SMITH. "Lost Worlds", Arkhem, o.p., as new with d/w.
39. CLARK ASHTON SMITH. "Odes and Sonnets", rare 300 copy edn, 1918; 

Bookplate; cover and endpapers slightly waterstained; text very good 
and unopened.

40. CLARK ASHTON SMITH. "Nero and Other Poems", Lakeport, 1937. 
Author's autograph inscription.

41. SPECULA, a rare mint pair of this splendid fanzine of the past.
42. STARTLING STORIES. #1, mint.
43. THRILLING WONDER STORIES, Aug, Oct, Dec 1937, bound in one volume; 

excellent condition.
44. UNKNOWN. Excellent copy of number one.
45. UNIQUE. Jan and Apr 38; 2nd and 3rd of three Issues, very good cond.
46. UNUSUAL STORIES. First issue of Crawford semlpro, mint.
47. A. E. VAN VOGT manuscript, "Final Command", signed by hand: "This is the 

original copy of this story, which will appear in the special November 
issue of Astounding Science-Fiction - Westercon, Oct. 2/1949 - A. E.
VAN VOGT." 8500 words, with many revisions by hand.

48. A. E. VAN VOGT'. "The Weapon Makers", mint with d/w copy of o.p. 1st 
edition (less than 1000 in existence); will be signed for you by author.

49. "EL VIDRIO DEL LOS DRAGONES". A. Merritt'; mint Mexican magazine.
50. HENRY S. WHITEHEAD. "Jumbee and Other Uncanny Tales". Arkham, 1944; 

mint with d/w (spine of jacket faded, as usual).
51. WILLIAM HOPE HODGSON. "The Night Land", edition of 1921, fine.
52. ACOLYTE. First issue, Fall 1942.

The Exceedingly Rare First & Only

AMAZING STORIES 
“ANNUAL”

featuring—The Master Mind of Mars 
by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS 

also stories by swph famous Authors as H. G. Wells, A. Merritt, 
Nfurray Leinster, A. Hyatt Verrill and Austin Hall

Beautifully bound in red-brown leather, 
excellent condition, a mint copy before 
binding. A true collector's item, a must 
for any real collector's library. Only 
three copies ever bound so attractively, 
the other two are lost to the fan in 
private libraries.

One and only one......................... $10.00

Many other rare bargains including Vol. 1 No. 1 STARTLING 
containing Stanley G. Weinbaum's BLACK FLAME completel 
in reading copy condition......... ...........................25c

Group of fan magazines from "the good old days" Including 
IMAGINATION, SCIENCE FICTION FAN, UNIQUE, FANTASY, CRITIC, 
at least 10 magazines to the group...each a collector's item 
with a value many times the selling price of.....1.00 per group

All prepaid, we pay postage: Write "Annual", 1505 Topoka, 
Pasadena 7, California. Send list of all stf wants.
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Lancelot Biggs: Spaceman , by Nelson Bond.
1 Doubleday, N.Yt, 1950; 2.50.

Offhand I remember three authors whose work James Branch Cabell 
has commended: E. R. Eddison for his The Worm Ouroboros, Donn Byrne 
for his Messer Marco Polo, and Nelson Bond for his The Thirty-First 
of February. Now, as Nelson Bond's Lancelot Biggs: Spaceman is 
launched, Mr. Cabell is getting married again. Mr. Cabell has a 
right, therefore, to be preoccupied, for this title is clearly not 
his dish.

This is a melodrama of the spaceways. It's hammy, but may well 
be enjoyable for all that. As I say, the humor is not the subtle 
or Cabellian, but spoofing, punning, cliche-capping, and rambunc- 
tiously bludgeoning. Who knows but that this title will find a 
wider audience than the book which Mr. Cabell enjoyed. Its pages 
are not overburdened by the concerns of "a kind of genius" as the 
other title allegedly was.

It is the story of a ramshackled lugger of the spaceways, draw
ing phrases and plot-fragments from all the books of the Tugboat 
Annie, Bartimeus, W. W. Jacobs school (except my favorite, Halliday 
Witherspoon's Liverpool Jarge whose whoppers are clearly told tongue- 
in-cheek); but it's space travel that adds the spike that makes the 
drink. The compound of novel and familiar elements account for the 
pleasurable moments in this yarn. It isn't the best book in the 
series, because, unlike the Bradbury title, it has stock rather than 
truly familiar elements. Dan Imbrifer

"Space Opera" by Frank Jonbrian

Please mention Fantasy Advertiser anytime it's appropriate.
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M. P. Shiel
Being a Guide to His Works for the Neophyte and Including a 
Bibliographical Miscellany Here Published for the First Time

by Malcolm M. Ferguson

The best introduction to this writer is through THE PURPLE 
CLOUD. June 1949 FFM has it; or the $1 World edition will put a 
copy in your hands cheaply. The 1929 (Gollancz - London), the 1930 
(Vanguard - N. Y.), and all subsequent editions introduce a more 
streamlined Version than the 1901 Chatto & Windus first, which op
ens rather slowly.

Lovecraft seems critically in the wrong when he says in SUPER
NATURAL HORROR IN LITERATURE: "Unfortunately the second half of the 
book, with its conventionally romantic element, involves a distinct 
'letdown'". Rubbish. The story Is at its greatest when Jeffson, 
alone, after escaping the world-blighting cloud is confronted with 
the problem of whether to flee or stay with the one woman who also 
has escaped. Dramatically the situation resembles that of Shake
speare's ANTHONY AND CLEOPATRA, where the then-known world was used 
as setting for that lady's love.

I was interested to see that A. Reynolds Morse agreed with me 
on this point in his bibliography, THE WORKS OF M.P. SHIEL (Fantasy 
Publishing Co., Inc., Los Angeles, 1948, $6).

After THE PURPLE CLOUD I would try LORD OF THE SEA which turns 
up fairly readily in second-hand copies In the Gollancz or Knopf 
editions. There's a lot of action in it, involving the building of 
vast fortresses afloat to permit the hero to try lording it over 
the seas and gain world power to institute social reforms he has 
his mind set on. The underlying social theory for this book is 
Henry George's PROGRESS & POVERTY which you could keep on the other 
side of your bed to put you to sleep.

I found Shiel's writing in THE YOUNG MEN ARE COMING! to be too 
tricky. It should be noted that this is science-fiction, whereas 
many of his titles are not. Shiel always took care of scientific 
explanations in his work, though.

His fantasy THIS ABOVE ALL (ABOVE ALL ELSE) is my next choice. 
It deals with^Prince Surazal, the Lazarus of the Bible, and Rachel 
Jeshurah, who live down through the ages since they were doomed in 
New Testament times. Rachel seems a young creature, half gamine, 
half innocent, a freemartin to all but Prince Surazal, though con
tinually kept from him by injunctions which come by mall from a 
mountain retreat, and presume that Jesus, too, is alive.

The story is set in a time that is technically modern (1930s), 
but plotting involves politics in France (as it does in ISLE OF 
LIES, written over a score of years earlier) and has some remarkably 
rich writing in it. Shiel's best trick is his ability to pick up 
pace as no other writer I am familiar with can. In one of his 
PRINCE ZALESKI stories, in this novel, and elsewhere we are treated 
to chases -- across London, in old castles, and so on. It sounds 
like a simple matter, like a cowboy-and-Indian business, or a cloak 
and dagger affair. But there's apt to be a good deal more to it 
than that.

Probably John Gawsworth's collection, THE BEST SHORT STORIES 
OF M.P. SHIEL (Gollancz, London, 1949, 10/6) will be the best means 
of getting at them, for THE PALE APE is by no means common, nor is 
SHAPES IN THE FIRE. August Derleth hopes to publish a collection 
which will have better selection of text versions and choice of 
tales (by and large Derleth seems to have better discrimination, or 
at least the opportunity to exercise It as anthologist, than Gaws- 
worth). This will of course be available In America.
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Derleth's anthology SLEEP NO MORE does have the topnotch yarn, 
THE HOUSE OF SOUNDS. Other fine short stories by Shiel are THE 
PRIMATE OF THE ROSE (anthologized with THE RACE OF ORVEN In Dorothy 
Sayers' British edition of TALES OF DETECTION, MYSTERY AND HORROR, 
SECOND SERIES, but missing in the American equivalent called the 
SECOND OMNIBUS OF CRIME), and the "noxious fragment" XELUCHA.

In the letters column of August 1949 FFM, and in Morse's bib
liography I told of my visit to "L'Abrl", Shiel's home in Sussex 
while I was in England with the army. I was Introduced to Shiel 
by a V-mail letter from Derleth, and it is probable that Lovecraft 
suggested his work to Derleth.

Shiel died at the age of 81, after a full life. He enjoyed 
exceptional health, travelled widely, and was at home in eight lan
guages. He wrote 29 books, appearing between 1895 and 1937.

In the 1930s a teen-aged clerk named John Gawsworth struck up 
an acquaintance with twenty or more writers whose works interested 
him most. Among these were John Collier, Oliver Onions, Arthur 
Machen, Thomas Burke, and M.P. Shiel. Gawsworth was an energetic 
wight and soon was prodding Shiel to write and revise and dig out 
more material. Gawsworth published two volumes collating first ed
itions of ten favorite authors each. And now as Shiel's literary 
executor Gawsworth has just seen Into print eighteen essays culled 
from a variety of sources. The volume is entitled SCIENCE, LIFE, & 
LITERATURE (Williams, Norgate, London, 1950, 10/6). <he double es
say ON READING -- OF WRITING is worth the price of the book. Gaws
worth' s forthcoming biography should be most interesting, too, if 
it can convey the richness of Interests that Shiel had.

I was interested to watch Morse's bibliography shaping up, 
though from the sidelines. I had learned of Gawsworth from London 
bookseller Andrew Block, and had a fair collection of shiel started 
myself (at never-to-be-duplicated reasonableness of cost). I had 
also checked the British Museum listings and those titles in the 
Widener stacks at Harvard. Yet I was sufficiently detached from 
the book, and found on its arrival so much I had not heard about to 
permit me to review it for a Boston paper.

I've gone into this because I feel more research has been done 
by Americans on Shiel than some of the remarks in Everett Bleiler's 
Arkham Sampler review imply, and because I want to add here a few 
items which I have turried up since Morse's book went to press, and 
show the nature of the game. Curiously, It appears that since the 
day Dr. Bleiler refused my loan of the two Gawsworth bibliographies 
for his excellent CHECKLIST, (with resultant poor showing on the 
gentleman Involved, I note with the same accent used by the wltch- 
who-wasn't-invited-to-the-princess's-wedding-but-came-anyway) hs has 
tried to belittle Morse while praising Gawsworth.

Incidentally, the finding of these minor omissions is no fine

SHADOW ON THE HEARTH, Judith 
Merril, Doubleday, 3.00.
SECRET, Michael Amrine, 
Houghton Mifflin, 3.00.

Unless atomic bombs make 
an s-f story, these two fall 
without the boundary of the 
genre. But among peripheral 
novels they're outstanding.

Mr. Amrine's book treats 
of the thoughts and experi
ences of a nuclear physicist 
throughout the past decade.

Miss Merril's is a tale 
that could happen tomorrow. 
It concerns the life of a 
single household during a 
short-lived atomic war and is

Next issue's feature articles haven't 
been chosen yet; perhaps, even, they 
haven't been written. But we can tell 
you that the fall publishing season 
will be well under weigh and there'll 
be a greater number of books reviewed.

notable for its seeming reality In the light of present knowledge. 
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feat, and can be done with any bibliography. You want such a ref
erence book on your shelves to tell you what you don't know or can't 
remember. It should be good enough so you can tip in any missing 
Information without pulling the whole thing apart and starting a- 
fresh. I rate both Morse and Bleller efforts highly, but must rate 
Scott's BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HAGGARD lower for such Important omissions 
as the first American magazine appearance of SHE, a key work.

For anyone interested in a further range with Shiel, either 
for itself, or for exercise (Shiel used to min five miles before 

• breakfast of mornings, but this is an exercise in bibliography, for 
which I happen to be glad at the moment):

1 .) PRINCE ZALESKI, Roberts Bros., American first edition, 
appears tjound in red brown cloth. No priority established. 
Quite possibly no real priority exists here, as the Keynote 
Series, which this belongs to, could appear uniformly, in the 
green cloth probably, or in attractive color combinations. This 
is a fantasy detective volume, highly regarded by detective ex
perts like Ellery Queen.

2 .) THE MESSAGE OF FATE, by Louis Tracy, appears from styl
istic evidence to have been written in part — Chapter 5 to be 
exact — by Shiel. The style of Shiel is so much more alive 
and sharper than Tracy's that it can easily be sensed. Tracy 
is flat and stilted, while Shiel shows originality, an acute 
sense of words, with tricks that should instruct and stimulate 
a young writer. Tracy was a good Joe, and spent prodigally to 
run soup kitchens in London during a bad depression winter, do
ing this almost by himself. He turned out about 70 novels, in
cluding some that may be retitled; was serialized heavily, and 
published in America fully as well as at home. This title may 
also be THE MESSAGE -- I haven't checked.

3 .) THE MAN-STEALERS turns up in a paperbound Lippincott 
1900 edition. "In paper, 50/, cloth, ^1".

4 .) HOW THE OLD WOMAN GOT HOME, Richards Press, appears in 
blue cloth, bound more cheaply, as if a final batch of sheets 
had been so bound before another printing.

5 .) THE BLACK BOX, in Richards Press, was similarly bound 
up in plain red cloth, without dye on fore-edges.

6 .) SLEEP NO MORE, Derleth's anthology, appeared as an 
Armed Forces paperback, giving this title as large a printing 
as almost apy other Shiel work.

7 .) TH£ LATE TENANT, by "Gordon Holmes" (Shiel and Tracy) 
in the Clode 1906 edition was remaindered by A. Wessels Co., in 
a brown cloth binding.

8 .) NO OTHER WAY, by "Gordon Holmes" (apparently just Tracy 
this time) was serialized In 1912 in the Boston Sunday Post 
magazines and others in Associated Sunday Magazines. As this 
outfit also printed Doyle's LOST WORLD and Donn Byrne's first 
yarns, Gordon Holmes was in good company. Incidentally, Is this 
the same book as THE ONLY WAY by Louis Tracy?

9 .) AN AMERICAN EMPEROR, by Louis Tracy, one of Tracy's 
best-known books, in which, Morse relates, Shiel helped a hun
dred pages worth, also appears in a Bell's Indian & Colonial 
Library paper edition, #192.

10 .) A MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE, by "Gordon Holmes", was 
serialized in The Household in 1913.

This should be enough of these odds end ends to show you what 
the bibliographer is up against. The chances are he has no way of 
finding out that a Sunday supplement ran a novel by his author, or 
exactly what a pen-name of this dual nature conceals. While the 
above are minutae, they are often revealing in quantity, whether 
the author be Shiel, or Burroughs, or Haggard, or for a really hard 
one, say, LeFanu.
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... a fascinating view of the world of 

the future ... written with 
i

v poetical skill and a dramatic

scope of imagination ... a blending of science 

satire and adventure in a colorful

and, perhaps, prophetic 

combination................

STANTON A. COBLENTZ

now available at any bookstore or direct from

the publisher ... irice ^>3.00

FANTASY lUBLIdHUJ COMrAnY, UC.

8318 AVALON, LOS ANJELE3 3, CALIF,
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FOR YOUR NON-FICTION SHELF
A book service specializing in those non-fiction titles 

which, in both subject and treatment, seem to recommend themselves 
expressly to the readers of science-fiction or fantasy.

free book with purchase
Choose one of the following for each $5 worth of books you buy: 

THE ATOMIC STORY by John W. Campbell, Jr. Originally $3.00.
THE FOUNDATIONS OF EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF GRAVITATION by Erwin Freund
lich; Introduction by Einstein, 80 pp, wrappers, originally $2.00. 
FANTASY ADVERTISER: your subscription extended for one year.
AVERAGE MAN AGAINST SUPERIOR MAN by Oslas L. Schwartz. Published 
ca. 1948 at $2.75 by Philosophical Library.
DIANETICS by L. Ron Hubbard.............................  4.00

Though surely you've read it 'fore now!
GIANT BRAINS by Edmund C. Berkeley............................ 4.00

The machines that will perhaps obsolete the engineer's and 
technician's brains as other machinery has obsoleted muscles 

CYBERNETICS by Norbert Weiner...................................3.00
The new science that effects a unification of the sciences 
behind the thinking machines.

Books by Willy Ley
THE LUNGFISH, THE DODO, AND THE UNICORN........................ 3.75

A fascinating book of 3 main themes: possible factual origins 
of legends of strange monsters; animals that have become ex
tinct in recent times; and "living fossils", species that are 
identical to their ancestors who lived in Earth's youth.

ROCKETS AND SPACE TRAVEL ...................................... 4.50
The best popular work on the subject, especially in its dis
cussions of the history and probable future of rocketry.

THE CONQUEST OF SPACE........................................... 3.95
THE book with the many terrific Bonestell drawings. Next 
best thing to visiting the planets...and sans space-sickness

Dragons in Amber by willy ley

FURTHER ADVENTURES OF A ROMANTIC NATURALIST

It is now apparent that in his popular and fascinating The Lungfish, the 
Dodo, and the Unicorn Willy Ley conducted us on only a partial tour of 
the fabulous zoo of which he is the sole custodian. For in this new book he 
shows us a number of new exhibits of strange beasts plus a collection of 
equally interesting flora^-

About a third of the "Kook deals with the wanderers across the planet, 
the adventive flora and fauna—plants and animals which suddenly made 
themselves at home in countries where they did not belong; for example, 
the Japanese beetle. There is a highly intriguing account of the Krakatoa 
Islands, burned out by a volcanic explosion, and now exclusively populated 
by animals and plants which got there after 1891 without the aid of man.

Paleontology was Willy Ley’s first love. He deserted it for Rockets and 
Space Travel and The Conquest of Space, but he never lost his avid curi
osity for new developments in paleontology and zoology, and we suspect 
that he greatly enjoyed writing this book, an infectious pleasure that who
ever reads it will share.
Natural History • October • 320 pages • 5%6 x 8% • Illustrated • $3.75 
Books by George Gamow
ONE TWO THREE...INFINITY .................

A brand new book for the 
general reader about the 
science of cybernetics.

THE HUMAN USE 
OF HUMAN BEINGS 

by Norbert Weiner 
$3.00

A BEAUTIFUL BONESTELL DRAWING 
A 17x21 full color reproduction 
of the drawing used on the front 
of CONQUEST OF SPACE’S dust jac- 

_ ket; matted, ready for framing, 
overall dimensions, 23 x 28.
11.50 ppd or 50^ with $5 

Order from Dept NF
First 20 orders get free 
|a copy of 24 page lllus- 
Itrated booklet, "Facts
About Destination Moon"
.................... 4.75

Einstein says he learned a lot from it...and so will you! 
BIOGRAPHY OF THE EARTH....................... 4.00

Including stimulating predictions of our planet's future. 
THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF THE SUN.................................3.50

Covering astrophysics and sub-atomic reactions on the side.
ROCKET PROPULSION ELEMENTS by George P. Sutton ..............  4.50

The'best single book covering the rocket sciences.
THE ATOMIC STORY by John W. Campbell, Jr....................... 1.25
Prices include postage in U.S. Order from Dept NF, c/o FA

1745 Kenneth Road Glendale 1 California
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The Antiquarian Bookshelf
a department conducted by various hands, this month...

by Frederick Shroyer
Probably Biloxi has forgotten 1893, its year of glory (—much 

has been forgotten, Cynara; gone with the wind--) but somehow it 
would seem that the Flying Cows deserved a better fate than that of 
a precipitous descent into oblivion.

Benson Bidwell, Inventor of the Trolley Car and the Electric 
Fan (sic)wrote his slight book, The Flying Cows of Biloxi, in 1907, 
and it was published by the Henneberry Press of Chicago in that same 
year. There is no record that a vast migration swept down the curved 
land, way down aouf' to Biloxi, but if the book had been widely read 
such a migration might well have occurred for who would want to miss 
the pleasure of an aerial cow-hunt, or the joy of riding astride a 
winged bovine? All of these activities were possible in Biloxi, 
Benson tells us, because an Inventor visiting there observed that 
terrestrial cows depended for their sustenance upon Spanish moss, 
he further observed that this moss was to be found ,d.n most incon
venient places: high in the trees that beard the Bilo&an savannahs. 
Despite the somewhat apathetic efforts of small moppets who were 
hired to tear down the moss from its aerie and place it within reach 
of the hungry cows, there was always more moss in the trees than 
there were satisfied and contented cows on the ground.

We are told that invention springs from such necessities and 
that in the forced oxygen of such situations the candle of genius 
ceases its flickerings and becomes a steady, blinding light. Cer
tainly the subsequent occurrences in Biloxi attest to the accuracy 
of this herbal observation.

The narrator fashioned wings of branches and boughs. (It is 
interesting to note, if we may Interpolate, that after the success 
of his experiment a song came out of Biloxi: Branches and Boughs. 
Recently It was revived in the North and has enjoyed considerable 
success despite a slight alteration in its title.) He next fertil
ized the roots of the wings with dried blood and strapped them to 
an obviously apprehensive cow who had been chosen for the experi
ment. When the sings were affixed, the test cow immediately soared 
high into the blue skies of Biloxi.

Benson tells us that a great crowd of typical suth'en fo'k who 
had assembled for the test flight burst into spontaneous song, and 
he further records the words of this happy madrigal:

"Now de cow can eat the moss
And fly faster than de race hoss;
Like Jordan, de milk will flow 
No longer with hunger will she low, 
And the pickaninnies like will grow, -■ 
In dis promised land of milk and honey, 
And dis nigger never more will need money."

Soon such wings were attached to all the cows of Biloxi and, in 
a short time, the inventor was elated to notice that the wings were 
taking root; were, in effect, becoming Integral parts of the cows 
themselves. Then, to add to the wonders that were bursting so rap
idly about the delighted heads of the Blloxians, It was discovered 
that oranges were growing on the foliage of the Wings. One suspects 
that orange milk-shakes became the thing to drink, but of this Ben
son is silent.

Through the magic of Bidwell's pen it is possible for us to 
picture today a scene of Ineffable loveliness which has, alas, now 
passed into history. Through the aery lanes of sunset, high against
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the golds and orchids of the evening sky, we see the flying cows 
browsing soft against the evening star on their way to home and sta
ble and the relaxing joys of milking. One sees them silhouetted 
against the declining sun, their little silver bells tinkling high 
and sweet above the world, their gentle lowings descending upon the 
tired folk below like a calm benison....

It is with understandable regret that we reluctantly return to 
a work-a-day world wherein we are beset with rumors of wars, hot- 
rodders, child evangelists and adult evangelists, and engrams. It 
should be of some consolation to us all, though, that the Blloxians, 
like us, were probably worried about Flying Disks.

WANTED I!!
AMAZING, ASTOUNDING S-F, FFM, 
F.N., F.A., T.W.S., STARTLING, 

UNKNOWN, and WEIRD TALES.

I'll pay CASH for any back 
issues of the above mags you 
have in GOOD CONDITION and 

wish to dispose of, whether 
it's one copy or 100. Here's 

what I'll pay: 

1942 through 1950 -- 10/ a copy 
1955 through 1941 — 20p a copy 

Prior to 1935 -- 25/ a copy

Mail me whatever mags you wish 
to sell and if they are in 

acceptable shape you'll re
ceive my check by return mail.

Mags not Acceptable will 
be returned postpaid.

SEND THEM TODAY TO:
Gerryx.de la Ree 

277 Huwjand Avenue, 
River Edge, N. J.

WANTED: material for a biblio
graphy of bibliographies. If 
you know of any serious, com
petent work of bibliography in 
the science-fiction or fantasy 
fields (other than such well- 
known sources as Bleiler, bai
ley, Lovecraft, Morse, and Ni
colson) please send us the per
tinent data and a brief resume 
of the work's coverage. We'd 
like to include in this refer
ence such fan-published mater
ial as magazine indices and 
other listings that are reason
ably complete within their in
tended limits. Publishers of 
any such which are still in 
print please supply addresses 
and prices, and copies if you 
wish them reviewed. Thankee.

FANTASY ADVERTISER
1745 KENNETH ROAD 
GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA
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Flight Into Space,
Frederick Fell, Inc., N.Y.,

compiled by Donald A. Wollhelm. 
1950; 251 pp, large 12mo, 2.75.

Few individuals have done more for the cause of dissemination 
of science-fiction among the uninitiated than has Donald Wollhelm. 
His Pocket Book of Science-Fiction (1943) still ranks among the best 
anthologies of representative types of science-fiction stories. It 
is recommended reading for all of the more recent discoverers of the 
genre, as is the same anthologist's Portable Novels of Science (Vik
ing, 1945). The same may be said for the present title, to which 
two tags automatically apply. Firstly, it is a "program" selection. 
The theme is, of course, space flight; each of the planets, the sun, 
Luna, and the asteroids have their representing story. (The "Earth 
story" is Robert Abernathy's "Peril of the Blue World", wherein Mar
tians visit the England of flowering knighthood.) Each story is 
introduced by a page of basic astronomical Information. The second 
defining tag would show the volume to contain no "Campbelllana", as 
the stories are from TWS & Startling, Amazing, Planet, Future, and 
the Tremaine Astounding. The contents:

Coblentz, "Sunward"; Long, "The Mercurian"; Weinbaum, "Parasite 
Planet"; Abernathy's "P of the BW"; Phillips, "The Death of the 
Moon"; Williams, "The Seekers"; Pearson, "Ajax of Ajax"; Long, 
"Red Storm on Jupiter"; Neil Jones, "Hermit of Saturn's Ring"; 
Wollhelm, "Planet Passage"; Clare Winger Harris and Breuer, "A 
Baby on Neptune"; and Stone, "The Rape of the Solar System".

Jack Kelsey

on

1
At left... 

Into the Void" 
by Jack Gaughan

Please mention 
Fantasy Advertiser 
when writing to 
advertisers or 
publishers of 
books reviewed in FA. 
«««««»

Man's dream of travel
ing to other planets 
was once a fantastic 
wish. The writers of 
science-fiction found 
it a fertile subject 
and developed the ma
jor problems of astro
nautics. Today man's 
science -‘is equal to 
the task, and engin
eers are experimenting 
with the answers in 
flame and steel. Be 
Be informed on this 
greatest of human ad
ventures. Read...

PACIFIC ROCKETS
quarterly journal 

of the Pacific 
Rocket Society

1130 Fair Oaks Avenue . 
South Pasadena, Calif 

$2.00 per year



WANTED by Pacific Rocket Society Library 
1745 Kenneth Road, Glendale 1, California

Rocket Development; Liquid Fueled 
Rocket Research, 1929-1941

by R. H. Goddard, ed. by G. Edward Pendray
American Rocket Society 
journals nos. 70 and 72
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PSYCHOANALYSIS:
Evolution and Development
A REVIEW OF THEORY AND THERAPY

CLARA THOMPSON, M.D., with the
collaboration of Patrick Mullahy

$3.00

This long awaited book by Dr. Clara 
Thompson is the first handbook of psycho
analysis.

PSYCHOANALYSIS: EVOLUTION AND 
DEVELOPMENT is a historical survey and 
exposition of both theory and therapy, as de
veloped by the major psychoanalytical schools 
of Freud, Jung, Ferenczi, Adler, Meyer, White, 
Reich, Horney, Fromm, Sullivan, and others. 
The book is a clear and concise, organized 
presentation of factual material and experi
ments.

The book gre\y out of a series of lectures 
which Dr. Thompson has been giving for the 
past several years in the Washington School of 
Psychiatry in Washington, and the William 
Alanson White Institute in New York, written 
in response to repeated requests to have the 
lectures in permanent form.

PSYCHOANALYSIS: EVOLUTION AND 
DEVELOPMENT contains the same material 
that is used in training psychiatrists in the 
psychoanalytic method and new therapists for 
psychoanalysis.

In recent years new trends and develop
ments in psychoanalysis have emerged. As is 
usual in scientific progress, the new ideas are 
not accepted by all workers. There is a con
servative force tending to resist change and a 
progressive force pushing forward with im
patience. Splits have occurred and each group 
tends to isolate itself from the others. The seri
ous student seeking orientation in the field 
finds himself in a state of confusion. On the 
one hand, many classical analysts minimize the 
differences between their point of view and 
that of the more culturally oriented groups. On 
the other hand, deviant groups have perhaps 
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tended to exaggerate the differences, to imply 
that Freud is completely outmoded and that 
theirs is the only true orientation. The truth 
seems to lie somewhere in between. The prob
lem is to obtain some objectivity in evaluating 
the picture.

Included in the contents of PSYCHO
ANALYSIS: EVOLUTION AND DEVELOP
MENT are the following chapters:

Evaluation of Freud’s Biological Orienta
tion

Unconscious Processes and Repression 
Resistance and Transference
Theories about Anxiety
Therapy in Psychoanalysis

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Clara Thompson graduated from Brown 

University in 1916, and received her M.D. 
from Johns Hopkins Medical School in 1920. 
She was a member of the resident staff in 
psychiatry at the Phipps Clinic, Johns Hopkins 
Hospital for four years, working under the di
rection of Adolf Meyer.

Since 1925 she has been in private practice 
in psychiatry and psychoanalysis. She received 
her early training in Budapest with S. Ferenczi, 
and for many years was closely associated with 
Harry Stack Sullivan and Erich Fromm.

Dr. Thompson has taught psychiatry and 
psychoanalysis at Johns Hopkins Medical 
School, New York Medical College, New York 
Psychoanalytic Institute, New School for So
cial Research, Washington School of Psychia
try, and William Alanson White Institute of 
Psychiatry.

Use coupon to order your book today.

MAIL COUPON NOW
I HERMITAGE HOUSE, INC., Dept. F 
J 1 Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
■ Enclosed is □ check Fl money order for S g
■ Please send me :
■ Psychoanalysis: Evolution and Development by 

Clara Thompson (it $3.00
I I understand that if I am not satisfied with the ■ 
1 book I may return it within 10 days of receipt for ■ 
| full refund.
B Name
E Address g
g City................ Zone State I
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lompletely

Sales
I have for sale a consi

y so.

of back issues of FAN

III, No. 5. Some of my

Gut Willmorth 
11236^ Irolo St 
'Los Angeles 6

on what

depleted, and

First come

is left

from Vol. 1, no 1

The following issues of 
Fantasy Advertiser are 
available for 15/ per 
copy from the present 
publisher: 
JANUARY 1950
(in many respects this 
is probably FA's all- 
time worst issue---- but 
does contain such worth
while material as Lin 
Carter's appreciation of 
Lord Dunsany; George D. 
Martindale on Cabell; 
S. T. Hom's review of 
GIANT BRAINS and A. C. 
Clarke's of VOYAGES TO 
THE MOON; a 165 entry 
instalment of the Books 
in Print checklist; the 
1949 prozine checklist; 
end some other interest
ing reviews. Well, may
be it wasn't too bad!) 
MARCH 1950
MAY 1950
JULY is out of print.
Order th<se 1950 issues 
from FA at 1745 Kenneth 
Rd., Glendale 1, Calif.
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This is a partial listing of some of the items from the library of Donn Brazier. 
If you don’t see what you want here, drop him a card at 1329 N. 33rd St., Mil
waukee 8, Wisconsin... he might happen to have it anyway. Items postnaid and all 
in excellent condition unless indicated otherwise. Return if not satisfied.

* * *
THESE BOOKS AT JUST $1.00 EACH THESE BOOKS VARIOUSLY PRICED

Tongues of Fire- Blackwood 
Rocket to the Morgue - Holmes 
The Centaur - Blackwood 
Mistress Liasham’s Repose- White 
Can Such Things Be? - Bierce 
Witch House - 'Walton 
Time & the Gods - Dunsany 
The Ghost and mts. Muir- Dick 
The Croquet Player - Wells 
Six Novels of Supernatural 
Before the Dawn- Taine 
Perelandra- Lewis

The Moon Pool @ #2.50: Skull-Face and Others 
for $4; Green Tea 9 $2.00; Marginalia $3; 
Dracula and Looking Backward (Mod. Lib. ed.) 
for 500 each; Sneak of the Devil for $1; Animal 
Farm and a juvenile The Moon Colony for 500 
each; The House on the Borderland for §3»00; 
Land of Unreason for §1.50; beautifully illus
trated edition of Frankenstein for $2,00; a 
paper bound booklet by Dr. Keller, 'Waters of 
Lethe for 750; a namnhlet story nrinted by 
the old Amazing, The Vanguard of Venus for 250; 
Creep Shadow for §1.50

A rare special: Ornaments in jade by -irthur Machen. This boxed book was a 1000 
limited edition. This copy numbered 605, signed by the author. 
Will sell this book for only $7*00. This is off-trail stuff...

Look over this list of pocketbooks for only 250 each: Avon Ghost xieader, atomic 
Age Opens, atomic Bomb (Jameson story). After Dinner Story, Creep shadow Creep, 
Fear and Trembling Stories, 15 Baffling Mysteries, The Green lAn, Hold Your Breath, 
Invasion from i..ars, The Island of Dr. Moreau, Jurgen, wight Life of the Gods, A 
Taste for Honey, Portrait of Jennie, Peabody’s i ermaid, Rocket to the i orgue, To 
Walk the wight, Seven footprints to satan, Selected stories of Algernon Blackwood, 
Selected Stories of Poe, Suspense, Turnabout, War of the Worlds, The 'Waltz of Deth, 
Out of the silent Planet, Pocketbook of SF, Out of this world, The Gladiator, She.

AMAZING, large size, issues from 1928 each 800; same for 1929. any issues from 
1930, 1931, 1932 each 600. Amazing Stories Annual #1 , 1927 — $1.50

SCIENCE WONDER, large size, any issue in first volume except #1 — just §1.00 
all of first volume including first issue for $12.00

WONDER , all of volume 2 for §10, or any issue for §1.00 each. Many from 1932-1935 
for just 600 each.

AIR WONDER STORIES, large size, first 11 issues 1929-1930, just 750 each.
ASTOUNDING, Sept 1934, Feb 1935, Aug 1935 ---- these three issues have stayed with

me because of certain history making stories — #1.25 each.
------ too numerous to mention ... drop a card..........

An Illustrated Anthology of Science-Fiction

youi
That’s right - I mean you!

Aren’t you getting fed up wl,th 
these so-called ’science-fiction’ comics?

Don’t you realize the harm that they are doing to 
science-fiction and fantasy? Wouldn’t you like to see a 

good, clear representation of science-fantasy hit the press?
STORIES BY YOUR FAVORITE AUTHORS, ILLUSTRATED BY FANDOM’S BEST ARTISTS — YES I! 

That's what you will get, if we have our way. The artists
Inter- have been contacted, and are working on the stories. The Tom 
ested? story rights are being cleared. You’ll see pix by Shelby
Like the Jack Gaughan's magic pen, and the art of Vick,
idea? Then John Grossman, who needs no in- P 0 Box 493
write me — soon! troductlon. And this is for Lynn Haven, Fla.

YOU!
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Jhe Prime Press announces
THE

ETERNAL CONFLICT
(208 pp)

and its companion

THE

LADY DECIDES 
(139 pp)

DAVID H. KELLER, M.O.

These books are limited 
editions of 350 copies each, 
numbered and autographed 
by the author. TLiey are 
printed on 50% rag paper, 
uncut, bound very hand
somely and boxed, priced 
at $3.50 each.

In THE ETERNAL CONFLICT Dr. Keller has developed, not only 
the theme of conflict between the sexes, but that other, more potent conflict 
with which the woman is eternally engaged. It is, as Dr. Thomas S. Gardner 
says: “One of the most important cartographs of biological development and 
not only a naive present but a critical future will find this booh increasingly 
important.”

It is a well written book, cleverly developed for arj. adult and appreciative 
reading audience. The lovers of symbolism, mythology and beautiful execu
tion of plot will find this a treasure, for, actually, it is the story of everyone y— 
man and woman alike.

Not since the publication of JURGEN has the struggle for domination 
of the sexes, and paradoxically the search for happiness, b.een so ably 
presented. However, in JURGEN it was the man s conflict with existing 
conditions but in THE ETERNAL CONFLICT Dr. Keller has given us the 
woman’s story of frustration, searching and the complex situations which are 
attendant upon her continued dissatisfaction.

THE LADY DECIDES is a story of life which we all ~ if we are 
dreamers might duplicate in full dr in part. For to live one must dream. 
But it is in the texture of these dreams that the full stature of a man is 
determined. The true idealist allows not an iota of deviation from his pre
conceived notion of where his greatest happiness lies or the manner of 
its consummation.

In THE LADY DECIDES Dr. Keller has, in his character of Henry 
Cecil, most artfully depicted our own problems, conflicts, reactions and the 
inevitable blind spot as to the possibility of defeat in our ambitions. The 
imaginative reader will see himself repeatedly and say: “Yes, indeed! That’s 
how it was with me!” Therein lies the test of a book — when a reader may 
transpose the situations into his own life.

THE PRIME PRESS
Box 2019
Philadelphia 3, Penna.

Gentlemen:

Please send me ...... copies of The Eternal Conflict @ $3.50 ea.

copies of The Lady Decides @ $3.50 ea.
(If both books are ordered and cash accompanies the order, you may remit $6.30 instead of $7.00, 
in full payment and The Prime Press will pay the postage.)

□ Charge to my account. □ Payment enclosed.

Name ' ................................................................................ . ............................................ ..........................

Address ......................................................................................................................................................................

City .................................................................................... Zone............... State.... -............... ....................... .....
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/^7 /94<s The Best of Science Fiction

A Treasury of Science Fiction
and. now GROFF CONKLIN hag edited for

1950 THE BIG BOOK OF SCIENCE FICTION
PART ONE: INVENTIONS DANGEROUS AND PART FOUR: ADVENTURES IN DIMENSION

OTHERWISE
Mr. Murphy of New York McMorrow, Jr.

E for Effort
Ship That Turned Aside

Sherred 
Peyton

c The Diminishing Draft Kaempffert Manna Phillips
R The Sword of Peace Moore Long Dawn Loomis
0 A Matter of Form Gold
w PART TWO: WONDERS OF EARTH AND MAN PART FIVE: FAR TRAVELING
N

Planetoid of Doom
People of the Pit

Colladay 
Merritt

Roger Bacon Formula 
The Wings of Night

Pratt
del Rey

P One Leg Too Many Alexander Desertion Simak
U Man with the Strange Head Breuer Contact, Inc.

Arena
Osborne

B Defense Mechanism MacLean Brown
L 
T Margin for Error Padgett Culture Shelton
X
s PART THREE: FROM OUTER SPACE PART SIX: WORLD OF TOMORROW
H Isolationist Reynolds In the Year 2889 Verne
E Nobody Saw the Ship Leinster Forever and the Earth Bradbury
R Mewhu’s Jet Sturgeon The Miniature MacDonald
S The Outer Limit Door Sanity Leiber, Jr.

Rat Race de Courcy The Only Thing We Learn Kornbluth
Dear Devil Russell Not with a Bang Knight



CLASSIFIED ADS
fok s a i. a;

Twobits brings you grabbag style 
4 stf-fantasy yarns excerpted 
from the older stfzines and oth
ers such as Argosy, Blue Book, 
WT. 1 "novel" with each order.

Lee Baldwin
Box 187, Grangeville, Idaho

The World Below Wright §1.75 
Coll. Ghost Stories James 1.75 
Flying Saucer B. Newman 1.75 
Montezumas Daughter Haggard 1.75 
Allan Quatermain Haggard 1.75 
Ray Nelson, 4031 Woodland Ave., 
Western Springs, Illinois. LOOK FOR GALAXY!

When Worlds Collide (Balmer and Wylie) 
After Worlds Collide " " "

Villainy Detected (De la Torre) 
$1.00 each postpaid - Order the 3 

and I add free "To Walk the Night".
E. Cornwall, 827 West Golden, Los Angeles 44, Calif.

John Taine, THE TIME STREAM,.
Very good first (no d/w) §4.50.

E. E. Smith, THE SKYLARK OF SPACE
Very good first (no d/w) 7.50.

Derleth (ed) SLEEP NO MORE.
Spine faded, else good .75. 

looker, DAY OF THE BROWN HORDE.
1931 reprint, fair to good .75.

Prices Include postage in U.S.
Order from: Box PLL, 

c/o Fantasy Advertiser

WANTED?

UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN WORLDS 
almost all Issues.

Jim Jones
714 Plum Street 

Erie, pa,

W A N T E D
Your ad in this space 

It's the cheapest & surest 
way of finding your wants.

WANTED - LITTLE MAGAZINES - Will 
trade subscriptions. Those who 
do not wish to trade, please 
send a specimen copy. I'll pay 
for those subs I want if I must.

Science-fiction fan magazines. 
Back issues of all quality 
fnz's featuring serious non
fiction. Puease describe con
tents briefly and give price.

Fantasy'Advertiser

Squires - Fantasy Advertiser. ASTOUNDINGS WANTED

The classified ad space is open 
to all manner of classifications 
-----not merely for sales tx wants. 
You name your classification. If 
it's reasonable we'll run it. Use 
your imagination! P. Schuyler 
Miller asks why we have no ads 
for bookplates and magazine 
binding services. We wonder too 
---- surely FA could sell them!

194b or earlier in any condition 
as long as subject matter is com
plete. Send list and prices to

Alan N. Munro, R.R. No.3 
Woodbridge, Ontario, Canada.

PERMANENT WANT 
all poetry by 

CLARK ASHTON SMITH
ROY A. SQUIRES 

1745 Kenneth Rd. Glendale 1, Calif.

CLASSIFIED SECTION FEES:
(The Classified Section 

Wants, 5/ per line; all other 
32 spaces to the line);

is open to subscribers only.) 
classifications, 10/ per line (count 
plus 10/ for name and address.
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WANTED
HORR.OR. -'[eHR.OR 1m.ES

I can nee any laanaa at Horror Stories and Terror Talca.If yon have 
any that yon wish to sail - let ne know what lasuea yon have,their condition 
and your price. I can use any nunher of theae nagazinea including duplicated.

Boaidea the above I can also nae the following nagazinee-

UNCANNY TALES - any AMarican iaanea.
UNCANNY TALES - Canadian,nunbora 1 thru 9. 
DIME MYSTERY - any 1935 thru 1938 laauoa. 
MYSTERY TALES - any issues. 
SPICY MYSTERY - any lasuea.
STRANGE TALES - any iaauoa.
THRILL BOOK - any iaauoa.
SINISTER - any iaauee.
WEIRD TALES - my 1923 thru 1929 iaauee.
Oriental - my iaanea.

If yon haws any that you want to dlspoas of contact:

Claude Held 372 Dodge St. Buffalo,8,N.Y.

CONTACTHEIDFORALLYOURFANTASYFICTIONNEEDS.... .YOURWANTLISTSOLICITEDALWAYS.

BR. bur roughs
BOOKS FOR SALE

Back To Stone Age-lot.„good...4.00 Escape on Vonua-lat.,now,d/*....2.OO 
Carson of Venue-now d/w............... 1.00 Eternal Lower-GAD,good..................2.00 
Pirates of Venue-new d/w.............1.00 Fighting Man of Mare-new <^*....1.00 
Lost on Vanna-new d/w...................1.00 Jungle Girl-let.,good..........................4.00 
Cawe Girl-GAD, good, d/w.. ..... .2.50 Lad A Lion-late, good..................... 5.00 
Land of Terror-lot.,very good.3.50 Land That Tino Forgot-GAD,good..3.00
Maaternind of Mara-now d/w.... 1.00 Moon Maid-GAD,good................................ 4.00 
The Mucker-GAD,good......................... 3.50 Pellucidar-G&D,good.............................. 2.00 
Prinooaa of Mare-now d/w............. 1.00 Sworde of Mare-new d/w......................1.00
Tanar of Pellucidar-lat.,good.4.5O Synthetic Mon of Mare-now d/w...1.00 
Warlord of Mare-new d/w................1.00 Thuvla.Maid of Mare-new d/w-....1.00 
Oakdale Affair A Rider-let.,g.4.50 Apache Devil-lat.„good .................... 4.50 
The Monster Men-GAD, good.............3.00 The War Chief-GAD,good....................... 2.50 
The Mad Klng-GAD,good....................3.00 Bandit of HEll’e Bend-GM),good..2.00

Send all orders to 

Claude Held 372 Dodge St. Buffalo,8,N.Y.
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IS IT TRUE..

that three flying saucers have crashed and are now in our 
possession?

that they contained instruments that have confounded our 
most brilliant experts?

that men 36 to 42 inches high were found in them?
that these mysterious machines are believed to be able to 

make a round trip to Venus in less than an hour?
that the earth has been under constant?' observation by 

another planet for many years?
that the Air Force’s “Project Saucer” was not discontinued 

but only went underground? f
that magnetic propulsion may be a more powerful and 

usable force than atomic energy?

BEHIND THE

READ a great reporter’s story of what 
scientists have discovered.

’T

FLYING SAUCERS
A

Is it all a hoax — or the most important phenomenon of our 
time? Here is the evidence — from eye-witness accounts of 
saucers found in the magnetic fault zones -of the West to the 
theories and actualities of magnetic propulsion. Now you can 
decide for yourself!

by Frank Scully
12.75 at all bookstores, or from HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY

257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10
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